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Toge�er We Achieve
We have high aspirations for all our students. We encourage 
them to follow their dreams and achieve their goals. 



Ananda Bahadur Chand
Chairperson

An academic institution plays a crucial role in nurturing 

and developing a unique talent in every child. It, in fact, 

enables them to blossom into a complete being by 

discovering the joy of learning. We at Ankurum believe 

that this can be achieved by providing children a safe 

and conducive environment to do their best in 

academics, sports, arts and cultural activities. In this 

institution, this guiding philosophy of providing children 

a holistic education has always been at the core of 

everything we do. 

Every day, all our efforts are focused on making 

Ankuram Academy a happy school where teaching is 

pleasure, and learning is joy. At Ankuram, we prepare 

the children to identify their interests early on and help 

them to develop these interests into their passion. Here, 

the children learn to believe in themselves and keep 

interest in every aspect of life and nature. We 

encourage curiosity in every child and motivate them to 

be lifelong learners. 

Education is a shared commitment between 
dedicated teachers, motivated students and 
enthusiastic parents with high expectations
- Bob Beauprez

Welcome



At Ankuram Academy we impart a well-balanced, 

concept focused and research-oriented education 

through progressive curricular practices. The learner is 

at the center of everything we do, and reaps the 

opportunities for self-directed learning.

Our commitment to delivering complete education has 

continuously geared us for steady improvement 

through innovation and technology. Our strong 

coordination with management team, teachers, staff, 

and parents together has helped us to explore the best 

resources and opportunities for learning.

Success for us is not only measured by tests, and 

results. We at Ankuram believe that the greatest part of  

our success lies in the smiling faces when they enter 

the school premises every day, and eventually step out 

into the bigger world with confidence, knowledge, and 

compassion to create a progressive, just and happy 

society to live in. 

Come and join us, and feel the difference!

At Ankuram Academy, we provide a learning 
environment that inspires and motivates 
children, and encourages them to explore 
limitless possibilities in their quest for 
knowledge”

Education f� Life

Suman Poudel
Principal



Our Philosophy
Uniqueness of Child

Every child is a unique and lovely creation of God, and has 

personal experience of the world. Hence, each child 

needs to be encouraged to find his/her place in the 

world. For this reason, education should be interactive 

and experiential. The practical application of classroom 

knowledge is a key part of our education. 

Education Par Excellence
Our rigorous scholastic programs support the students to 

bring out their potentials, and achieve the highest level of 

academic excellence. 

Global Citizenship
We encourage our students to be patriotic citizens of the 

country. At the time, we inspire them to serve the whole of 

humanity and prepare them to be good humans for the 

whole world. 

Peace and Justice
We encourage each child to be an ambassador for peace 

and justice and inspire them to always work for 

righteousness. 

Finding God in All Things
As the foundation of character formation, we stimulate 

every child to seek perfection and godliness in whatever 

they do. 



Our Me�odology
Ankuram Academy uses accelerated learning methodology
Using the following modern tools and techniques

Smart Class
All of our classrooms consist smart boards and audio-visual facilities 

having students provide access to the state-of-the-art learning 

technology.

Multiple Intelligence
After their admission in the school, each child will be scientifically 

tested using the modern dermatoglyphics test. Then we closely 

supervise them during the year letting them freely exercise the talent 

they contain. Howard Gardner the father of MI has proven that each 

child has a super unique blend of intelligence. Hence, we allow each 

child here to learn using their natural talent.

It is an approach to behavioral change which focuses on strengths, 

rather than on weakness of a student. We practice this technique here 

as a co-evolutionary search for the best in people.

Mind Mapping
We use a powerful graphics technique which provides a universal key 

to unlock the potential of the brain. It is used to generate, visualize, 

structure and classify ideas. It is an aid to studying and organizing 

information, solving problems, making decisions.

Appreciate inquiry (AI)

Subject Wise Rooms

- Art and craft room

- Music room

- Science room

- Nepali Room

- Math’s Lab

- Homework Room

- Social  Studies room

- Computer laboratory



Vision

At Ankuram, we are committed to conveying holistic educational 

experience. Here, we celebrate the culture of excellence and values. 

We promote free, objective thinking in our students. We aim to 

produce responsible, creative global citizens dedicated to the 

progress of nature and society.

Mission

The School's mission is to provide a learning environment that 

encourages children to bring out the best in themselves and enables 

their all-round development through the joy of learning. We strive to 

ensure that every child in our care is empowered to make choices and 

encouraged to contribute to our community.

Our core values

Knowledge Social Responsibility Respect Creativity Celebration

The Ethos of Ankuram
 - Accountability for one’s own actions and inactions.

   - Novelty in thought and action.

   - Kindness and generosity for all.

 - Unity in all aspects of schooling. 

  - Respect the dignity of all individuals.

  - Admiration towards all persons in spite of differences.

  - Maturity in solving problems.
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ECA and Club Activities Arts and Sports

- Football

- Basket Ball

- Cricket

- Table Tennis

- Karate

- Athletics

- Swimming

- Guitar

- Vocal

- Keyboard

- Drum

- Photography

- Classical Dance

- Drama

100%
Students enroll in 
CLUB Activities

100We offer 
more than Different

Leadership Positions

20More than

Co-Curricular Activities

15
We offer 
more than
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150More than Volunteers in

National & International Events



Child Counselling Facilities Auditorium Hall Computer Lab

Infirmary Room

Organic Farming Futsal

Science Lab Math Lab

Megiline Swimming Pool

Facilities Available at our School



Personal Development Programs

Ankuram Academy believes in teaching life skills to students 
from a very early stage. For this reason, we regularly conduct 
various personal development programs like, Public Speaking 
and Communication Skills, Goals Setting, Time Management, 
Emotional Intelligence, Social and Party Etiquette, Grooming, 
etc. We also provide strong counseling services to help our 
students better cope up with emotional and social beings.

Hostel Facilities
To make students feel at home, spacious, ergonomically 
designed dormitories with attached bathrooms are built. The 
residential students are under the supervision of dedicated 
hostel wardens and caretakers. We provide well balanced and 
nutritious food and snacks. Different hostel activities like games 
and sports, swimming, hiking, etc. keep them active and refresh 
all the time. Special tuition and study hours are integral parts of 
our hostel life. Besides these, the students have also access to 
school computer and Internet facilities.

Celebrations
To promote national and international harmony, the school 
celebrates all major National and International Festivals and 
Days. These functions are observed to broaden student’s 
world-view and help them adapt successfully in any 
environment.

Parents Involvement

Ankuram Academy encourages parents to visit school and 
meet the principal and teachers with prior appointment. For the 
parents, the school conducts parenting and other relevant 
trainings each year. Parents also participate in major school 
functions and programs.



Safety and Security

- CCTV Surveillance

- School preparedness for emergencies

- Regular earthquake drills

- Earthquake resistant building

- Trained staff

- Fire safety and fire hose

Transportation
- Lady assistants on school buses and vans

- Official mobile for drivers

- GPS tracking on each buses and vans

- First Aid kit in the school buses

- Light snacks (Contingency plan)

- A/C buses

- Fire extinguishers

- LED Television in each buses for informative messages

Health and Hygiene

- Infirmary (Medical room)

- Health camps for students and staff

- First Aid kit in the school buses

- Conduct health education program for school community

Cafeteria

- Clean and Hygienic cafeteria

- Varieties of nutritious lunch and snacks menu

- Self-service counters for senior students

- Salad counter

- In-school Bakery

- Safe Drinking Water



International Standard Infrastructure
Catering to the needs of time, we provide exposure to contemporary international infrastructure 
which contains seperate rooms for specific subjects like Mathematics Laboratory, Social 
Studies Room, Science Room.

The school has international standard infrastructure, supported by state-of-the-art facilities to 
provide the holistic development of the students.
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Our Affiliates
Name Institute For Medical Education

Rato Bangala Foundation is our training and 

development partner.

Transforming communities through quality 

education, Rato Bangala Foundation aims 

to empower stakeholders in education by 

offering evidence-based training and 

awareness programs. It aims to foster 

quality education that prepares children to 

thrive in the ever-changing world.

We also have tied up with Karkhana to 

nurture our children’s STEAM education to 

expand their knowledge beyond the 

textbook, communicate their ideas 

confidently, work in a team, build smart 

solutions for real world problems.

Our next associate, NAME, an institute for 

medical education for entrance preparation 

offers following entrance preparation 

services: SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY – B. Sc. 

in Agriculture, Forestry, Veterinary and 

Husbandry. PARAMEDICAL – BPH, BMLT. 

BAMS, B. Optometry, BASLP and B. Sc. MIT. 

BSc Nurshing, Bachelor's Degree in 

Nursing. MEDICAL EDUCATION- MBBS 

(IOM & BPKIHS), BDS.

PEA helps to guide our students for 

Engineering entrance preparation.



Ankuram Activities



Ankuram Activities



Bharatpur-7, Krishnapur, Chitwan, Nepal
PHONE: 056-531792, 056-418327

E-MAIL: info@ankuramacademy.com
URL: www.ankuramacademy.com

Under the Management of Boston International College


